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ABSTRACT
A notation syste'for the representation of

interacting plans of action is presented in this paper and applied in
theeanalysis of a portion of "Hansel and Gretel." The notation system
explicates interactions:among plans: bow cooperation takes place, how
conflicts arise and are resolved, how teliefs about plans determine
Actions, and how ,differing beliefs and intentions make a story. A
major goal is to represent the plot structure of stcries about ,

Characters who interact. Much of the complexity of such stories
arises because the story is about a conflict between the goals of two
characters. A.parson in conflict with another may try tc conceal 'a
conflict or to deceive the other into acting in a particular way. A
character may thus construct a plait that is intended to be believed
by the other but that is not actually carried outw,Such a "virtual
plan" plays a central role in "Hansel and Gretel." Deception and
differing beliefs of this kind are .a common feature cf stcries in
which characters interact. (Author/AA)
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Abstract

)

The paper presents' a notation system fOr the representation

of interacting plansand applies it in the analysis of a small

portion of "Hansel- and retel". The essential pro em for the

notation system .can be stated as follows: .How do we reprsent

the plaris that determine behavior in a way that expliCates

interactilps among _plaris?._ 'AS the examples illustrate, th

problem is not just to show how actions can be or.gbanized into

plans, but also to shOw how cooperation takes place, how

conflicts arise and are resolved, how beliefs about plans

* determine abtions, and how differing beliefs and intentions make

a story. The system incorporates.ideas from work on simple, or

non-interacting plans,. but the focus is on plans iri a social `r"

context.

A major goal is to represent the plot structure of stories

aboutcharacters.who interact. Much of the complexity of such

stories arises because the story is about a conflict between the.

goals of two'charact rs. A person in conflict with another. may

try to conceal the confliCt.or deceive the other into acting-in a

way) that serves his -or her town interest aft the ezpense of the

other. A character may thus construct a plan that is intended to

be believed by the other, but is not actually carried .-.out. The

A

plan constitutes the character's '"cover". Such a virtual_plarik

plays a central role "Hansel' and Gretel". Deception and

)

differing beliefs of this kind are a common feature of stories in i/
- /

which kharacers interact.
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II

Close to a large forest .there lived a woodcutter
with his wife and his two children. The boy was called
Bpnsel and the girl Gretel. They were always very poor
andhad very little to .live on. And at one time when
there was famine in the land; he could no longer
procure, daily bread.

The Brothers'Grimm

1. Overview

An important aspect of a narrative text is that it relates'

actions connected through goals, effects and enabling contlitions.

The statement "We understand actions in terms of goals" has

-become a truism; actions simply are the way goals are attained.

This is true for the realms of conversation, stories, or human

activity in general and thei'e has been extensive work to show

just how goals'and actions relate. But an important implication

of goal-based understanding of actions is often overlooked. If

we can interpret an action in terms of'goals, then so can others

who maybe affected by that action. They may then act, not just

in terms of their goals, but in terms of their understandings of

the actor's goals. This means that when two or more people

inter-:act, their plans can reach a level of complexity that is

difficult to foresee from consideration of single actor plans.

-The distinction between simple plans and interacting plans'

can be seen, in the fairy tale, "Hansel add Gretel7 (Grimm,

1945). 'Hansel and Gretel are the children of a woodcutter and

his wife, who isthel'r stepmother. The family is poor, so poqt/

that the stepmother is abll to convince the kind, but

weak-willed father that. they should take the children into the

8.
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woods and abandon them. Hansel overhears their plan to do so and

attempts to foil it by dropping pebbles along the trail._ When

the parents have, left them, Hansel and Gretel are able to return

home by folldwing the pebbles in the -moonlight. The parents

welcome ,them back home, but soon thereafter a similar episode

occur%. This time, however, the door is locked when Hansel'
e

attempts to go out to gather\ pebbles. He 'resorts to an alternate
( -

i

plan of dropping bread crumbs. Unfortunately, birdsJeat the

crumbs and Hansel and Gretel are lost in the woods. From there.,

they go on to find the wicked witch and the house "made of bread

and roofed with c'ake". Eventually, they manage to kill the witch

and return home to their father. There, they find that their

cruel stepmother has mysteriously died in the interim.

An analysis of the first episode ,would_show that Hansel has

a goal -- to be able to return home after" being ta)cen into the

woods. To reach that goal he drops pebbles along the trail so

that he and Gretel can retrace their steps. We could understand

what Hansel does in terms a plan in which dropping pebbles is an

action appropriate to the goal. The plan would show how the

actions of dropping pebbles and following the trail fit together,

and how they produce desired outcomes for Hansel and Gretel.'

But such a plan would be incomplete. Hansel and Gretel are

being'taken into the woods deliberately by the parents. Hansel

knows that he should drop pebbles because he' nd Gretel have

overheard their parents, plotting against them. Thus, the

children's plan is a response to their conception of their

parents' plan. Hansel and Gretel are not just "returning home"

I

3
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but are "counterin"g" the plan they perceive their parents to

have. It would have been of little use for Hansel to drop

pebbles on a familiar trail; and, if his parents were planning to

kill the hildren Outright, some other response would have been

more effective. His action becomes meaningful only with respect

to his perception of the ,structure of his parents' plan. What we

soon find is that each of the characters in the fairy tale is

acting in a reality determined by his or her perceptions of the

others' plans. They Continually evaluate what the others are

doing and react accordingly. Such behavior, characterized by

interacting plans, is fundamentally different from that found for

one person plans.

One of our goals is, to be able to represent the plot

structure of stories about characters who- interact. Much of the

complexity of such stories arises because the story is about a

conflict between the 'goals of two characters. A person in

conflict with another may try to conceal the conflict or deceive

k

the other into acting in a way that serves his or her own

interest at the expense of the other. A character may thus

construct a plan that is inte.nded to be beliesied by the other,

but is not actually carried out. The plan constitutes the

character's "cover". As.we shall see,.such a virtual plan plays

a Central role in "HAnsel and Gretel". The parents attempt to

deceive 'the children into thinking that they are going on an

ordinary wood fetching expedition, in order to conceal their real

.intent, which is to abandon the children, Deception 'and

differing4'beliefs of this kind are a common feature of stories qn

which characters interact.
- 4 -- 1

0
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The -paper is- organized as foil . _Section 2,preSentt a
'4 ,

I ' .

.-system for the representation of int racting plans, f
It is a

:
. .

notational SysterG but, also a r ord of the generalizations we
.p.

A

have discoyered in applying the epresentation to stories, Sesame
. ,

'Street muppet skits, and,- ten tively, to natural conversations.

Section 3 contains,an.ana ysis of the first part of "Hansel and

Gretel."'. Through this' analysis We illustrate -a number/
/

,,.
,phenomena -that appear to have a generality -that goes well be and

. t.

this particular sto e.g., achieving multiple goals, -7 oCial

episodes, modify g scripts, and virtual plans., In Se Ion 4 we'.
)

discuss some of the limitations of the system. In Se j ion 5 we

identify ei types of complexities that mig account for
,

difficUlties in understanding' interacting . These , are

discussed in terms of their implications vor thedevelopment

reading skills and for education.' Section . is the conclusion.

2. The Representation-. of Interacting P1

2.1 The Problem

Most formal Work on -plans as been in artificial domains

where` the goal has been to.prod ce or recognize a single actor

plan. In such domains,_ problem of independent actors with

conflicting goals has not risen. Far us, the essential problem

can 'be stated as..fo ows: How do we represent the_ plans 'that

determine behavior i a way'that explicates . interactions among

plans? As the ex pies to follow illustrateithe problem is not

just to show how 'actions can be organized into plans. We need to

do that, bui./w also need to show how cooperation- takes place,

511
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how conflicts arise` n6 are iesplyed, and .how beliefs about. plans.

,determine actions, and how differing ,beliefs and, intentions make
. 1

i

'.

...wk.

.'. ,

a story. .
, . :..

.

We should emphasise, that althOugh o.ur'work builds on ideas
x

developed in work on planning algorithms (Sacerdoti, 1975;

Sussman, 1975; Tate,J975),. and' on the use oFplans.in producing

appropriate actions (Cohen, 48; Perrault & Cohen, 1977) we are

not proposing a new planning algorithm_(but see Sections 3.4 -

3.7 and '4.4). Similarly, though plan recognition (Sdhmidt,

Sridharan, & Goodson, 1978), is a necessary part of the process

of engaging in interacting plans, we are not discussing plan

recognition per se '(but see Sections 3.g and 5) . Finally, otir

principal concern is not with knowing how a, plan facilitates

,,understanding Of the actions of othert (Bruce, 1975, 1977;

Schank & Abelson, 1977)-, though, again, this is an important
A

theme.

We hope, instead,' to illuminate a range of phenomena

through a notation system that makes, 'po/sible expliCit

representation of interacting' plans. The system, .whiCh is

presented in the remainder of Section 2, incorporates ideas from
a

work on simple, or non-interacting plartsibut the focus is on

plans in a social context.

2.2., Belief Spaces

The representation of interacting plant4 requires the use of

a set of symbols within a space which represents one character's',

model of the interactive situation. The plans that are

- 6
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represented are' those of the ,target character NV "those thab the

Col4'target character believes that the other tacter is carrying.
.

out or intending to carry' outer Two separate model

for representing the separate, .points of

are required

the two

characters. .Figure 1 shows three belief spapet, whi.eh indicate
I

'that- A's belief about B's -does not Match Bts actual

belief, EhOugh it does match A's actual belief.

B BELIEVES

' 4

Fsjigure 1. Belief spaces

4
- .,..

Within one character-'s model of the situation there may "be p
,

00 mutual belief space. Any fact falling, ,within this' space is
..% 4

-gtieve4:1 :by, the target character to be shared with the other
... , .

.

. .

chaxactet. The is character A (whose space it is) believes B

believes Aieiieves Bbelieves (etc.) the fact. The use of e
o

mutual.-belqet space within the charactet'g model of the .situation

is_ intended toavoid the, infinite regression of A's view of B's
.

view of A's view (etc.)' of the ituation. We will diicuss mutual-
,

belief spacess6i.ne formal terms, in the section on separatee ' .
1 . .

. .,.
I
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Figure"'2 shows a mutual' belief space from Airs point
0

A BELIEVES

A BELIEVES MUTUAL-BELIEF(A,B)

''3i
,

)
. .

.
.

Fl ure 2. A mutual belief space from As point of view
.

. .
(

. mutual belief space is sually, used in representing some

cooperative interactive .epi ode between two charaCters. In the
VP

representation offta story that consists of a cooperative episode
s.

(where there, are no conflicting intentions) both characters'

modela of the,situatibn can .be represented entirely within a

4
mutual belief space. Where conflicting goals and deception are

involved, part. of at least one character'a model of the

situation will, fall outside of the mutual belief space. On the

two dimensional space of a page we are restricted to represent g

the interactions between only two characters. We use the left to

right dimeni4en to separase the .actions of the.characteraPand the
4.

top to bottom dimnsion to represent.the temporal sequence of the

actions. Further details of how the. character's plans (which
. t 4

include a representation of the other character's plans) can be

8

. 14
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arranged on .two dimensionali,page will be illustrated in the
V

subsequent analysis of "Hadsel and Gretel."'.

2.3 Basle' Nodes of,the Representation System

The escription of interacting plans ultimately rests upon

twa pic typeS of entities, states and acts. Each of these can
.- Or----

, .

be either simple or complex (internalli--structured). Tags are

used ta mark the temporal, or the real-hyp hetical status of

the nodes, and thee can be various elationSetween nodes.

It should be emphasized that acts and states are mental
k

entitiesYthat is, they are the target cSaracter's conception of

aspects" of his or her environment. The 'requirement that acts ,ane

states be mental entities and not absolute object' entities

lays the foundation for different levels of charaCterization.

People respond to their conception of, another's actions.

Mismatched conceptions may lead to conflicts or may be the-:result

ofdeception.

While simPles apes and acts are represented as primitive we

are not assuming 'that they would be primitive for an actor,

rather we are choosin
4a

convenient level of representation. It

seems highly unlikely that there could be any set .of 4rimitiye"

acts or states that wou4 be universal across cultures, ages, or

. .

situations. Instead, me c1,an talk of particular characterizations

that could be appropriately used in a given context.-

4 9
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2.3.1 States

2.3.1.1 Simple states-

' I .1

ir;

'
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. Figure 3.'A simple st

A state is a- Partial characterization-Of ad object ih term's

of attributes and.valtles for those .attributes. In theformalism,

the indication of astate is actually an indication that someone

.believes that the state ,exists. d

R
Therp is 6 need far relations between the characters and

1
. states. \The fact of a -given relation between a Telson,and a. ra ,- ...,

..

ve
state will itself 130,6 state that we call 'a "modal state", or

1 . .

more specifically,' an "intentional ", or "belief" state.
k.

.

23.1.2 Believes

Figufe. . A belief state

The first class of .modal states
-

is used-to represent ,
belief states of at. charactet.' As long as we view , the

interactive situation frqm one tharacter's point Of view we need

not inditate explicitly that that character believes each

- 10 16
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\speCific state, but simply that the reptesentation-is of th'at
. . - , .

Character's belief,systeM. However, when we need to consider two

points of view simultaneously, dr more importantly, when we need
/

'Bruce and lyewmasy lafEeract.ing Plans

to shbw the details pf one.character's*response to their beliefs
1- / ,

. ,

about another's actions, it-will be uselul to indicate beliefs
.

,

explicitly. °In generdi:, any .state- represeltect ,is. in fact .a
i

belief state, and considerations of clarity in presentation
'1 .... 0ba

determine whether- th Believes relation is shown explicitly.

(Ordinarily nods'e will,, -e enclosed within a belief space (cIA.).

Amp2.3.1.3 Inte'ndAchieve

Figure 5. An IntendAchieve ktate
/

/,
A, second kind of modal ,state is th state of an actor when

he or she intends to bring about a state of affairs that is snot

presently in existence. The state to be achieyed may itself be a
o

modal state. For example, one character may intend to create an

intention or a belief in another character.

2.3.1.4 IntendMain.tain

4.

I
F gure 6. An IntendMaintan state

'

.- 11
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.

This d class of modal states differs" frOm. an -Achieve

intention in that the object state is already in ,existence and .

the actor's 'goal is to maintain its existence. Whi le, an Achieve

intention is satisfied as soon as the object state comes into

existence, a Maintain intention is not satisfied until the time

period during , which the state was supposed to be "maintaineg is

over. A Maintain intention may act as a critic (Sacerdoti,
. 4 4

. .'' ,
1975) in modifying plans as they are being

.

formed so as. to

eliminate, inttoduce, or ,modify acts ih order to avoid states in

conflict with the."state specified.

2.3.1.5 Social Episodes

A

As ROLE

SOCIAL
EPISODE

B's ROLE

Figure 7. A social episode

A social episode is a state of mutual belief which is

created in the process of initiating an ordinary cooperative

course of action. The episode is labelled in the state node at

r

12 -

18
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the 6 p. In. the space are included the' intentions and actions

whichonstitute the roles of the two characters. (The roles of

the twii:Characters are ,Qifferentiateq by a Bashed tine dividing

the belief kpace). By a character's role is meant the actions

that the particular cha acter (say', A) expects to perform, and

which A believes that th other character expects A to perform.

Role also includes the in entions that the other character couip

reasonably infer from the character's action given the

'assumption that they are cooperating. When it is charaet4 A's /

model of the interactive situation that is being' represented,

.charac B's". intentions are, of course, inferred, while

character A's own intentions are known directly. Simple states,

'unlike modal states,. may appear on either 'side of the role line.

2.3.2 Acts
.1

..

..An act is something an actor doffs or can do. 4 is enabled
, ,by certain states, and in turn produces or causes lother states to

occur: Acts are always related (at le/ ast indirectly to
f

intentional/states which speCify the goal of the act.

2.3.2.1 Simple Acts

a ,

figUre '8. A simple act

13 7
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Forra 5imp7.e act., as for a simple state, na atte mpt--44s

:made to specify an internal structure.. Representing an act as
f ,
. ,

simple,:however, is not' intended es a claim that it navy()

internal structure but only that the internal structure is 'not

relevant to the representation of; rnteractiv plans.

.2.3.2.2 Complex Acts

A complei act is a nameable collection of other acts. The

various kinds of complex acts'and alternative formats for their

representation will be presented below, in the section on

configurations.

2,3.3 Temporal' Tags on the NOdes

The modes (states and acts) can be marked for their
. I

temporal status. Any represeptatioc of an interacting plan is

considered to be capturing a moment in time and indicates what

has already occurred (or.had been intended or belieiied), what is

currently being done or intended and what is expected to be done

or to be the case in the future. Al'thOugh a single

representation .shows very littlej>f the process of planning or

the execution of a plan, the tags permit some indication of.

the tdiitporalsequence of the unfolding interaction.

2.1.3.1 Past

1/4

S.

OR

Figure 9.,las states

-14 ,

20
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1 2 States that existed (but no longer,existl and acts that took

place in the past are indicated by the "P" tag, Alternatively a

"t"' with a subscript can,be used to' place the event at some

particular time in-relation to the other events. Where there are'

several single representations indicating a temporal unfolding of

an interactive plan, the subscripts may appear first on a fut4e,

', act or.- state, therron a current one and so on.
.

XX*

2.3.3.2 Current

OR

Figpre 193, Current states'

States or acts that are currently being performed are

indic.ited by the tag "C". Note that an intentional state may be
,

current while the act that would result from the intention may be

indicated at future.

-4

I

2.3.3.3 Future p

OR

, Figure 11. Future state's.

Future states and acts are indicated by*the "F" tag, or :by..

"t" with a subtcript.

15 - 21
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2.3.4 Status Indicators for'he Nodes

, 2.3.41 Real

Real statee'and acts are thozybActft_the characterbeli/eves
4

will actu4iy occur, are actually occurring, or have occurrea.'

They are indicated by solid-lines.

2.3.4.2 Virtual

r
/

,

L

Figure 12. Virtual?states and acts.

Virtual states, and acts are fndicated by dashed lines.'

These elemqnts are intended by character A to be believed by B to

actually occur (will occur, have occurred,, or are Occurring), but

A does not believe them. Whenever a social episode contains

,virtual elements ,(from A's point of view), the episode can be

considered as'a virtual plan of A.

2.34.3 Hypothetical

Figure'113. ,Hypothetical states

A hypothetical state (indicated by a dotted ine) is one

that an actor can predict would be the result of a future action

- 16 -
22
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or state of affairs but which he or she plans to avoid by

modifying the future action or doing some other action, to counter

the action's expected effect. Hypothetical states show an asPecf

of the actor's planning (rather than the final plan) in that they

indicate how various plans may be coordinated.

/ **

2.4 Relations Among the Elements

.Relations are-the links between states and acts of, the

interacting plans. They fall into four 'classes: Planning

relations, which 'indicate how the intended goal is to be

accomplished; Outcome relations, which indicate what states

result from acts or other states; Precondition relations, which

indicate what isneeded for, an act to be peeformed; and Markers,

which are a representational_ convenience. Finally there, are

modifications to outcomes and markers which are required when a

state is tagged as hypothetical, The existence" of a relation

says only that the actor believes that such a relation exists,

not tHat it exists in; any absolute 'sense.

2.4.1 Planning' Relations

Planning relations provide links from general intentions (or

higher level acts) to the more specific actions (or intentions)

-that lead toward actualizing -the goal
1-,

A.

- 17
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2.4.1.1 ByMeansOf

Figure 14. The intention i chieved ByMeans of the act.

The intentional state leads to doing an act. That is, the

actor uses a particular act to achieve (or maintain) the goal

state spetified in the intentional state.
4=

Specifies

Figure 15. One intention Specifies another.

JAchieving State Y is a more specifiC way of achieving ,or.

maintainin§ State X. That is, in .the particular context,
0

achieving or maintaining State Y would count as achieving or

maintaining State X. State X is usually a more general

characterization of state Y (cf. Proddces).

..-
18

10 ,
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2.4.2 Precondition Relations

These relations link an act to the states which make the act

possible or teasonable.

2 :4.2.1 Enables

Figure 16. The state Enables the act.

This relation indicates that the state is necessary or

required for performing the act. Whenever an enabling state is

`indicated, it must be satisfied before the act_ can be performed;

2.4.2.2 Supports

,Figure 17. The state Supports the doing of the act.

Here the states'is not'a necessary precondiin for doing the

act, but is a ,belief, ',that makes doing the ,act reasonable or

appropriate.
, - 19 -
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2.4.3 Outcome Relajions
.

These relations indicate causal ,links Jpetween acts and

states or between two states. The causal mechanisms th'at aTe

indicated by these relationg are not explained in the interac lye'

plans representation but it is assumed that%the actors ..-bel-Jieve
t.

-them to exist.

2.4.3.1 HasEffect

,Figure 18. The states is an intended effect of ,the act

This relation links an art to, the state which is its

intended consequence.

-2.43.2 HaSideEffect

Figure

Or"

c>.

..Tfie state is a side effect of the act
S



4
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A side effect is a state 0-06duced by an act th.at is -neither

a goal state nor a precondition of another .intendej act., It is
.

menbioneJ only When unexpected or when it proelices a ,conflict,

With an'Other state;

.4.S-.3 Produces,.

$

Figuri 20\. One, tate Produces another

One state may be the.,cause of anOther without - the

intervention of an
'

actor. The actor, however, may cause a ,state

on the basis..9f his or hey belief that, another state would be

pOluced. (Ti an intention to achieve a goal state may

Specify another intention a cause the state which will Produce

the-original_g61 state).

It is impoitant to point out that the relations, Specifies,

Produces, 4and Supports are intended to summarize, rather than to

explain what are often comple.x'rela nships. "That is,4-We do not

Say how a specific intgntion.ig selected in a particular problem 4,

solving environment,'not how a collection of states produces
)

. another state, nor how a state makes an,act reasonabre. These
0

are important, and of course, difficult questions, but they are

not at the core of , the issue we are concerned mith,here, the
. .

in rconnections amng the plans of diffe..
....Q.: --4" - 21 -27

i .; 1.:-..,
, ...., J
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2,4. -Markers

Markers indicate relations that could be inferred from the

configurations of nodes and relations. They do not add new

inTortation but are used as a representation convenience.,

2:4.4.1 *Conflicts

Figure 21. The two states are in conflict

.
"Conflict" is a symmetric relation that can ho 6 b tween

simple or modal states. Conflict often occurs between a

hypothetical state and an intentional state or between belief

states of two .characters or between intentional states of two

naracters. Note that within the representation. of one

character's view of the interactive situation two curr -ent simple

states are not likely to be in conflict.

2.4.4.2 Satisfies'
v

Figjre 2 . The state Satisfies the intention

- 22 -
28
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V
When aiptate occurs -which is the object of an Achievd

intention,, then -the satisfaction, of the object state can be

indicated. For I.ntendMaintain states, the object state must 'n9t

only occur but it must endure for the time period indicated by

the intention.

2,4.4.3 Counters

Figure 23. The act Counters the state

This relation indicates that the act was done in orders to

eliminate (or preempt the occurrence of) some state.

2.4.4.4 SameA

Some as

Figure 24. The intentional states are identical

This marker, like the one that follows, is used to indicate

the relation between intentional states-in a virtual plan and
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46.

those in a,character's real plan. 'It always connects identical

iliteritionS.that lead to "identicakacts.

2.4:4.5 'F.1. 0-

Fills Slot

By
Mensal

°

Figure.25. One Atent'ion (in'a ,real plan) fills a 'position
in a virtual plan,

,Th'is:marker connects a specifiC intention in a real plan

with a more. general intention in a virtual plan. The specific

intention MIS a slot in the Virtual plan Which had not been

specified.

.-274.5 Hypothetical Modifications

Whenever) 'a 'hypothetical state -is being considered in

. planning an action sequence, certain pf the relations also become

hypothetical., ,This.is,indicatea by adding "would" to the name of.

the relation. . Thi's modification applies to Outcomes and some of
A,

the Markers. .-Thus- the folloWing relations 'are gene"rated:

WouldHaveEffect

WouldHaveSideEffect

WoUldProduce

'WouldConfli1C

MouldSatisfy

WouldCounter

4,1

- 24 - 30.
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2.5 Common Con figurations

-J
The heart Of our interacting plans analysis, lies'in'yhat; we

lay

call "c figdrations".'iThese are structures built out of the

nodes and relations defined in the previous section. Each

configuration is a generalizatio2411, taken from ..analyses done on

social Oteractions.in conversations or stories. The complek of
' V

nodes and relations defined' in a configuration, rather than , just.

'the specific elements (e.g., HasEffect), expresses some assertion

,.about the form of social interaction. In this section we present

a few iofthe most important' configurations, each of which has

at least one instantiation in the analysis of "Hansel and Gretel"

that is to follow;

2.5.1 ,Satisfaction of Intentions

4

Figure 26. Satisfaction of intentions
. ,

)

\
Figure 26 shows a simple configuration, the satisfaction of

, . .

intentions. An Achieve AinVntion has specified Another Achieve
^ ,

_intention
*
which carried out by means of an act. The effect of

,.-.

the ct satisfies the second Achieve intention, and prcduoes a

r

-2531
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state that satisfies the first. Note erthat a Maintain intention.

is satisfied pnly by the conjund'tion of the act and the end of

the time specified (often implicitly) for the Maintain intention.

2.5.2 ,Request

P's ROLE it ROLE

Figure 27. The "requebt" configuration,

One, frequently encountered configuration is the "request",

as shown An Figure 17. It occurs when a person attelipts to

40 : .

4 achieve a goal by 'engaging another, and thus represents one of

the stMpler cases of interaction among.plans. In the figure,

'person P. has the intention to achieve X., Instead of, acting

directly to bring about X; Pt.forms a newintqntion, to achieve

the state of i;).'s ,having the intention to achiieve X. Thi new

,intention is achie.:fed by mean, of a speech act, which has the,,
N

26

32
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effect of a new intention for Q. (to achieve X) . Note tha't we ',
. i p

have deliberately left but any repr'esentation of the usua

preconditions and outcomes of the request (see Searle, '1969;
4

Bruce, 1975). We assume that these operate on the beliefs shown

' in the figure, but a e concerned here with the transfer of

intentions anq the resul ing plans.

It should also be pointed out that the figure summarizes a

oh

dynamic event, that the intentions, acts and states do not'

necessarily exist contemporaneously. For example, the dbing of
I'

the act 'that effects X brings X into existence (as a belief) but 1

.

I

also eliminates he original intention to achieve X. The reader
1

i

should see Cohen (1978) for a formalism in which this process

might be represented.

2.5.3 Resolution of Conflict

No.

I

, Would
Hoye
Sid.
Effect

Would Con /bet

Counters

**** ..
1.

x

Figure 28. Re6olution of a conflict - I

r
. \

- 2?3 3
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.Figdre 29. Resolution of a conflict - ff

Another common configuratio-n is the "resolution of
it

conflict", as shown in Figures 28 and 29. This occurs in various.'

forms, but*, typically originates as in Figure 28, when a

hypothetical side effect of am act conflicts with some Maintain

intention. The Maintain intention is in a sense awakened bye the

hypothetical 'state and induced to specify an Achieve in,ntion

(Figure 29). The Achieve intention generates an ac that

counters the hypothetical state.
je

The resolution of conflicts.can ibccur within simple plans
A

(as in the two previous figures), b i.but also plays an mporEant

role in interacting plans. Fdr example, one way to resolve a

conflict is to transfer.the burden of responsibility, e.g.. to

use,a request to,create in another a Maintain intention that will

be awakened by the same hypothttical state. This strategy, when

succes I will result 11-1 the other having- to resolve the

conflict a later time. Exaniples of this occur at several

- 2s. ;134
34
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points in "Hansel and Gre -tel" f-see- the ,section on "Achieving

t.
multiple goals") .

2.5.4 ,Initiation of a Social Episode

Figure 30. Initiation of a social episode

Another important configuration is the initiation of a

social episode, as shown in Figure 30. Often, to achieve certain-.

goals one must engage others in an activity. The activity can be

said to commence "when the two '(or more) participants each 'have,

'the intention to maintain the activity. We say then that the

.activity is-a social episode. Typically, an episode is initiated.

ymeans of a speech act, e.g., 'Let's do'...". 'When successful,.

Ehe initiation produceS,_ a Maintain intention in the second

participant. This, plus the Maintain intention of the.first

participat, produces the episode as a state.. The existence of

the episode implies a new belief space, namely, &*set of beliefs

shared between the participants. One of these beliefs is that

a.
- 29,c
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the initiation act is,%precisely that: an act to, create the belief /"

space in which it resides.

O

2.5.5` Complex Act Configurations

The complex act representation is used when-the effects of

the "lower level" acts in combination produce the effect of the

complex act. The representation of an act as "complex", with its

decomposition into "simple"-'acts, indicates that the effects (or

preconditions or other aspects) of the component acts are
at

relevant to representing iriteract).ng plans. Note that complex

acts can be contained within cdmiplex acts (see the parent's plan

in Figure 44). The acts within a complex act can be related in

many possible ways, three of,which we identify here.

2.5.5.1 Independent Sub- -Acts

Figure:31. Wependent sub-acts in a complex act

,

36
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In "setting a table" (ALPHA), one could set glasses (BETA)

before or after, setting plates (GAMMA).

2.5.5.2 Enabling Sub-Acts

Figure 32. EnAblirig sub-acts in a complex act

In "starting a fire" (ALPHA), one , eds to gather

combustible materials together (BETA) before lighting them

(GAMMA). The act of "gathering" has an effect (HasEffect) - --

the state of "materials together" (Y) which makes possible

(Enables) the act of "lighting ". . Not ali,,HasEffect Enables

f

31 A-
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chains need to be characterized as-'complex acts (e.g., Hansel's

pebble gathering as shown in Figure 35).

2.5.5,3 Patching Sub-Acts

Figure 33. Patching sub-actS in a complex act

IL

In "writing a letter" (A4PHA), the act of "getting out a

writing implement" (BETA)' has an effect"which may need to be

countered after the Itriting ds done, by another act, "putting

away the writing implement" (GAMMA).
4

- 32 - 38
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Ely Doing

Figure 34. The ByDoing abbreviation

This relation provides for abbreviating complex acts. /

While the
,

complex act tepresentation shows the intentional states,"

which lead to doing the lower level acts, the ByDoing calationik

allowv6 for a direct kink between the higher leVel act and the

lower level acts. 'Whenever this relation is used, it can be

assumed to be expandable into one of the three types of complex

act representations.

3. An Interacting Plans Analysis of Hansel and Gretel

3.1 A Guide to the Analysis

The examples to follow are all taken from "Hansel and

' Gretel". We are using ad English translation,' one of the older

variety that has not been shortened or altered in major wayip

The full text of 'the section of the story we are analyzing

appears in the Appendix.

In this paper we will consider only a small part of the

story: the first attempt, of the ,parents to get rid of the

3 33
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Fhildren. In fact, ye will fodus on one-aspect of the episode

-7-- the interactions between the plan of theYbarents to abandon '

the childnen and-the plan of the children to block their parent's 1

plan. The interactions occur in the conteit of. a virtual plan,

the plan that the parent use to make:%the children belidve that

nothing unusual is about to happen when theypcgo .into the) woods,
_

2,
The parents do; not intend "to carry- out thia-virtdal plan, yet

they want the children:to treat it,as the real plan. In'addition,

to its importance'in this story, the -virtual plan serves as a

model for nortal interactive ,episodes since/ita.effectiyeness

depends upon its mimicking of real plans.~

-There are several restrictions We have been forced to place

on the analysis. These ,are discussed in 7-a later section, bUt

one needs to be mentioned hete. ThOugh there are four characters

,in the episode: the father, the stepmother, Hansel and Grtels; we

will -describe the episode as if there were only two: the parents

and the children. In describing the 'children's real plan,'

however, we will attribute,it to Hansel, since(he talses_primary-
, .

responsibility for farmulating- it and carryingsit out.

.
For

,
details of not ation the r eader sho uld consul. t the

. , ,
,

.

-ection on the notation system. Some eneral points are the
., -.. ,

,

following: In each diagram time is indicated-by position on the

page. Generally _speaking,' earlier states and acts appear near
,

the top of the page, so that the episode can be "read"' from the

tog- of the diagram to the bottom. 'The iDa-rents' 'intentions and

actiona. are 'always on the left side of the page, with Higher

level intentions farther to the-left. The'children's intention's

- 34
. 40
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and :actions area always on the right side, with higher levei

intent{ As farther'to the righs.

3'.2 Achieving goal with a Sequence of Actions

When the old people had gone to sleep, he got up,
put on his little coat, opened the.door, and Slipped
out. The moon, was shining brightly and the white
pebbles round' the house shone like newly minted coins.
HanSel stooped down and put-'as.many,intio his pockets as
they would hold.

Then he went -back to Gretel and said, "Take
comfort, little sister, ant* go to'sleep. God won't,
forsake us." And then he went to bed again.

* * *

Th they all started-for, the forest.
When they had gone a little way, Hansel stopped ."

and lookeil -back at the cottage, and he did the same
thing again and again /... He h4d been dropping 'a
pebble on the grouW each time he stopped:.

***

When the full moon rose,.Hanpel took his little
sister's hand and ,they , walked, on, guided by the
pebbles, which, glittered like newly coined money. They
walked, the ;whole night, and at daybreak they.found
themselves back at their father's cottage.

We can begin our description of the first episode of Hansel

and, Gretel with a relatively ,simple configuration., Figue 35

represents'a simple plan for finding one's way out of a forest.

. It is part of- Hansel'splan'for survivingohis parents' attempts

to be rid of the children.

Acts are-,represented in.the figure by square" nodes. They

are connedted to states (oval 'nodes) by various relations,

indicated by the labels on the arrows. For example, the, act,

"Hansel gathers pebbles ", has the- effect (HasEffect) of the

- 35 -.42
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Figure 35. Part of Hansel's plan for getting out of the foret

HANSEL
GATHERS

PEBBLES

tb

By Means of

142teffect

cnob1es

HAVE
PEBBLES

0

sato

k

HANSEL-DROPS

PEBBLES ON
THE TRAIL

By Means of

TRAIL
MARKED BY

PEBBLES
to

CHILDREN FOLLOW
MARKED tRAIL

OUT OF
THE FOREST

By
Meons of 'CHILDREN

AT HOME

Specifies
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rHILIORailE11)N

THE FOREST
NOT LOST IN

Specifies
CHILDRENNOT
SURVIVE

CHILDREN
AT HOME

*CHILDREN
NOT LOST

-IN THE FOREST
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state, "Hansel has pebbles". , Modal states, indicated by the

embedded.ovals, contain some mental attitude,'e.g., an intention,,

and a simple state as the object of the attitude.

Hansel's highest level intention is seen'on the

,

far right of
1 J

the figure. This intention specifies that he and.Gretel not be

lostin the forest, or more specifically, that they get back

home. All of Hansel's intentions ih'Figure 35 'are` agged with

time to indicating that they are present at the outset- of

carrying out the plan. Wale the sequence of- actions areicarried
A A

?out from top to boteom, the intention to be at home is done

directly by 'means of, the last action of following the, trail.

This action, however, requires that the trail be marked and;this,7

2 in turn, requ ires that Hansel has a supply of pebbles with which

to do- the marking. Thus, the first two actions are done in ardek

to establish the preconditiont.of the final action that gets the

children home.

This 'plan, which is represented in isolation from the

,context of the interaction with the parents, is only a small

part of what the reader would have to understand in order to

follow the events of the,story. The plan takes. over 24 hours to

carry out. Concurrently, the parent's are carrying 'out their plan

to lose the children in the forest. It is the interaction of

these two plans which we will attempt to represent. The parents'

plan, will be described in some detail i;efor we return to Show .

.,

how Hansel's plan counteracts the effects of the parents' plan.

3743
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3.3 A Simple,/nteracting,Plan:.?a 'Request' ,

, Y
,-,

'reached. When they 'reached the .middle of the fdrest, 'their
father said, "Now,_children, pick up some wood. I want

tomake 'fire to warm you."
.

, .

Hansel and oreterqathered the twigs together and

soon made a huge pt-lem Then' the pile was lighted ...,

the parents' pill is an inieracting'plan, since it is a plan

to achieve goals' in-interactift with the children. The idea of -.

an interacting plan can be illUstrated with a simple example' (see

above) taken from their overall' plan. 'Figures 36 and 37,

represent the parents,' plan to build a fire for the children once

they are out in the E.nrest. For simplicity of tTegentation,

this' sub plan will not-be repregented in the parents full plan

'illustrated later on.).

One action ("Farents.light' pile of twigs") is shown in

Figure 36'. Fire,.burnii0is a simple state which satisfies the

intentionaf,stateflabelled "P. A.") .which is the mental state

leading . directly 'to the act. The .IntendAlflieve- state. is

specified by an Intendkaintain state which in this case is the

more general intention to keep the children warm. Since the
_J

parents.know that a burning 're will produce warm children, they

know that the Oneral goal of keeping the children warm can be

accomplished in this case by causing a fire to be burning.

The lihk,to Figure 37,is the state "Twigs- in pile.' This is

a necessary ,conditionafor the pile of twigs to be lit so it 'is

linked to'the act;# lighting by an Enables relation. Whenever

an act has an enabling condition that is not met, an intention:to

,achieve that state is generated. In Figure 37 that intention .is

44I 4
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Figure 36. The parents', plan to keep the. children warm
;

r

Vas

4
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FigUre 37. A simplesinteracting lan: Requesting help from the,
children

4eP
*sr
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represented as an intention by the parentg to achieve the state

of a pile of twigs existing. In another situation this goal

might\ be achieved by going about gathering twigs. But here, the

parents choose to get the children to perform the necessary

actions. Thus, we have an elementary interacting plan. The

intention to achieve a pile of twigs is changed into an intention

to achieve an intentional state irt the children.' This new goal

is achieved by means of saying to the children, "Now, children,

pick up some wood. I want' to make a fire to warm you." This, of

course, is a request and it haS the effect of the children having

the intention. to achieve a pile of twigs by means of Othering

twigs. This action satisfies the parerits' intention td have a

pile of twigs and satisfies the enabling condition for their

building a fire.. Notice that while the parent's' intention to
A

have twigs in a pile is present at time a, the children's.,

intention comes into existence at time b, only after the parent's

request.

3.4
A

Achieving Multiple Goals.

The fire building plan illustrates one of the basic

configUrationg 'used to represent interacting plans. We can nOw

begin to lay out some of the basic structures-14 the parent's

,full will irst show how to` represent an ordinary wood

fetching episode, which, we assume, is commonly carried out

without any malevolent intent, and is well known by' the parents

and children. Then, we Will show how the parent's plan to get

rid of the children is an attemPt to' use ',the children's

cooperatiorCin an ordinary episode.

..1"Y
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Figure 38 shows the parents' proced&e for fetching 'wood

from the forest.' The intent to have a supply .of cut wood at home

is achieved by means of the higher level act of fetching wood

which itself is accomplished by doing the three lowerlevel acts

----uf gaiug to- thmr-workimati

then carrying it'home. We can cOhsider this structure to Me like

a basid seeipt for fetching wood that can be carried out

regardless of{ whether the 'children come along on the outing. (In

subsequent di-agrams, .this basic structure is abbreviated using
.

the ByDoing relation between the acts.) In the, representation of

the parent's plan, this script maintains its integrity since we

assume .that the parents know this procedure independently of its
Ar

application on a particular occasion, when consideration must be

-given to particular contingencies that may arise.

The script itself has ramifications that affedi other

ier

intentions the participants may have. For example, going to the

work location has the side effect that the the parents are in

the forest. As we shall see, this effect has consequences with
A .
4 regard to other ,intentions of the parents, represented in Figure

39. Figure 39 shows another set of parents' intentions; those

involved in caring for the children; These intentions are a

basic Tert of an ordinary (benevolent) wood fetching episode,
I

, .

which we are representing now before going on to show how the.

same plan can be used malevolently. y. The generai intention to

maintain a state of the.children being cared for can be further

specified by the intentions to maintain the state of the children \\

being out of 'danger and .to maintain their being nearby. We can

42 - 48



Figure 38. The parents' wood fetching plan

PARENTS GO
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consider first the parents' intention to keep the children near

them.

There is a critical belief shown in Figure 38 which

interacts with the intention to stay near to the children. The

fact thatthe work location is in the forest means that % theo

parebts will be in the forest and therefore not near the children

when they go to work. If we turn now to-Figure 39, we'can see

that the state of being in the forest would produce the state of

the children's not being near the parents which, in turn; would

conflict with the. intention to maintain nearness to the children.

Figure 39 illustrates an important configuration which

arises when two intentions. have to be coordinated (cf. Waldinger,

1975). Maintain intentions are often inactive as long as the

state that is their goal is in existence and not threatened.

When other plans are being formulated, however, the Maintain

intentions may act as critics which 'survey the plan for

conflicts. In the case of fetching wood, a possible conflict was

found and the, Maintain intention specifies a way to avoid the

colipict, namely to take the children on the outing. The stag

in the dotted oval (Children not nearby Parents) is a

hypothetical state since it never actually occurs but is intended

to be countered by an action which i9 consistent with the plan"- ,

to fetch wood. The way in which'the conflict is avoided is

rather complex but follows the general pattern of the request

illustrated in, -Figure 37 (and in Figure 27).

- 4551,
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3.5 Initiation'of a Social Episode

At daybreak, before the sun had risen, the woman
came and said, "Get up, you lazybones! We are going

. into the forest to fetch wood."

The intention to maintain a"nearness" leads to an action

that counters the st?te of the children being left at home. The

. parents want to maintain a state of the children being along on

the. outing which, is done by getting the children to have the

intention to be on the outing. But the, outing is not something- ,

the children can do on their own (like gathering twigs); it ) is

essentially a shared undertking, or social episode, in which the

participants have recognized roles. Thus getting the children to

have the intention of being on the outing is not done by a simple

request but by initiating an episode. The children's following,

which serves to maintain proximity to their parents, assures that

they will be in the forest with the parents (and back home at

the end of the episode.)

e'parents' act of initiation is a complex act (near the

top a,elf 39) which contains.two smaller actions. The first

action is intended to wake the children up. The second act

describes the plan: "We are going into the forest to fetch wood."

The complex act has the effect that the children intend to

maintain their role in the episode. _Their intention (in

combination with the fact that the parents intend there to be.an

spisode) produces a state of mutual belief concerning a shared

course of action. This state Ithe episode) is indicated at the

top of Figure 39 and by the large square that now surrounds the

- 46 -
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whOle course of action. Placing the course of action in an

episode means that it is mutually recognized or believed that the

participants wil/1-perform their respective'roles. The parent's

announcement of plan can produce this effect because going to

fetch wood with the childr s . II

occurring event for which the participants know what each other

will do. (Figures 39 and 40 are slightly abbreviated In that 'the

parents intention to maintain the episode is not shown).

The children's role as indicated on Figure,39 is clearly

reactive to the parents' initiations. In addition, the role

for the children involves only following the parents. The other

aciions they perform are done in response to specific requests

from their parents..

3.6 Modification of the Basic Script
,

...' the' woman said, "Now lie down by the fire and rest
yourselves while we go and cut wood. When we have
finished we will come back to fetch you."

As will be seen in figures 39 through 42, the basic script°

for fetching wood can be modified to integrate it with the

intentions to care for the childred. We have een that a

conflict' between a side effect of fetching wood and e intentiontr.

to remain nearby the children leads to an act that counters the

undesirable state. This action of initiating the episode can be

been 'at the top' of Figure 40 as specified directly by the

intention to stay nearby. It becomes part of the ordinary-,

-sequence involved in going out to fetch wood when the children

have to come along. Going back to Figure 39, another conflict

- 47 53
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can be seen, namely between the intention to keep the children2

out of danger and theTbssible,side effect of the children being

in the immediate
St

swinging axes-, fall
4

conflict by -leavi

vicinity of the actual wood cutting (with ,

,.

i kpes etc.). The parents can resolve this

Allke children at some P4abe other than the

again to Figure 40, this action can be
,

specified by the intention to keep the
a , ....

#
n o danger.

, .

childre , But leaving theildren to go cut
,-...

wood conflict's iith-'being near them. So another action is added

work location. Tuxning

.

seen now as directly

.(Withy the complex aafof leay.itg the children) that prevents

the conflict. This action by,the
7-

parents (ParAents stay.near;y

,Children) means that now the parents take the responsibiliblip, for e

maintaining adequate proximity to the children.

The complex abt of leaving the children is a set of actions,
,..

.kthe outcomes of which, in combination, produce the effect of the

children's1 being out of danger of swinging axes etc. One of.'the
%

."
.actions witOn the complex act counters the,children'sfintenabn

to stay with the parents (which led to'following) and another of

thijactions produces in the children a new intention to stay at

the place where they are left.

All goes well With the ordinary wood fetching episode

until, as seenapn Figure 41, the parents start to carry the cut

4" woo back home. Since now the children are in the forest, this
. 4

would 'conflict ,with he intention to stay near the children.

Thus a new action is added in.which the parents qt back and fetch

the chiLdren. As seen on Figure 42, this action has the effect

of turning off the chi/dren's intention to stay at the place they

0
- 49,- 5 0
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were left and to reinstate the intention to stay with the

- parents. The children then follow the parents home and the

ordinary episode is over. -7

The conflicts and the modifications to the basic script that,

are illustrated in figures 39 through 42 show, how different goals
4

can be coordinated. They are not intended to represent the

actual process" that might be involved in planning such an

41k
episode. We assume that the -.full (ordinary) shared episode

script would have been built 'up over time so that the final full

f

sequence is itself a script that is known by the participants.

Td understand the plairthat the parents have to get rid of the

children, however, it is necessary to4ee the basic wood fetching

script as independent from the script for'the ordinary wood

fetching episode which includes a role for the children. The

parents' deceptions involve only the part of the script that is

generated from the intentions to care far the children. We can
ti

now turn to the parents' real plan.

3.7, Embedding of.the virtual Plan

One night when he lay in bed worrying over his
troubles, he sighed' and said to his wife, "What is to
become of us? How are we to feed our poor.children when
we have nothing fiSr ourselves?"

"I'll,tell you what, ,husband," weed the woman. ,

"Tomorrow morning we will take the, children out quite
early into the thickest part of 'the ,forest. We will
light a fire and give each.of them a piece of bread.
Then we will go to our` work and leave them alone. They.
won't be able to find their way, back, and so we shall
be rid of them.",

**lc

Hansel and GretA sat by the fire, and when
dinnertime came they each ate their 'little 134 of,

a,
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0

bread, and they- thought their father.was quite near
because they could hear the sound of .an ax. It was no
ax, ',however, but a branch which the man had tied toga
dead tree); and which, blew backwards and forwards
against it: They sat there so long that they got
tired, Then their eyes began to close and they were,,
soon fast asleep.

41,

The interactive plan represented .in' Figures 39 through 42

is ne er actually carried out in -the story, at least not in full,b

4'and ertainly not with the-intentions indicated for the parents._

The ian is actually a virtual play that the parents want Hansel

and 'Grate to believe is being carried -out. In order to.
,,,.represent the-parents'-actual view of the interactive situation:-

it
is necessary to show how they/intend to use the Alen1577n.'s

4

belief' in, this plan to achiev4'their real `intention to get rid
. . . /

t,of the children by caUsingthe to be lost in the forest.

The parents depend on th

ordinary. wood fetching epi

children'f belief- that it is\an

ode to get 'the children tofollow

'them into the forest. The also depend- on the, children'`

intention to.wait in the ne rby location so that the children,do

i not 'follow them back out of
. ,

. .

critical lie occurs when th

the fbrest. In theactdal plan, the,

.stepmother says to the children:

"Now lie "down by the f re,and rest yourselves. while we go and

cut wood. Whenpwe have ished we will dome back to fetch you:"

-It ,is only by understanyi g what the ordinary seqdence of events

is 'in sub a situation t at at is pAsible to understand how the
44

-steOmpther's statement prfoduces the desired effect of leaving the

childeen 4hind.

/

1 - 534.Jj
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Figgre 43 represents the basis of the parente real'plan ass

it relates to the. episode that they want the chaldFen to beliqve

is legitimately taking place. 'Irttemparents' real intentions are

represented on the far left. Basically they want to have enough,
a

food for themselves and this' requires that they get rid of the
4

children by leaving them in the foret where they would be eaten
,

by wild animals, witches or other things that live there.

. "Nay, wife," sa id the man, "we won't do, that. I
,'could never find it in my heart to leave my children
'alone' in the forest. The wild animals would soon tear
them to pieces."

"what a fool you are!" she,said. "Then., we, must
all 'four' die' of hunger. You may as well plane the
boards for our. coffins at once."

-The real action they perform is to lose the. children in =the

forest. .Notice that ealch,of their real intentions conflicts with

one that the, children could be expected -to infer from-their ,

actions, given that the children believe the actions to be taking

if place in a shared episode. Notice also that the intention to

have a supply of cut, wood at home is independent of the

intention to get rid of'the,children. (In =fact, the stepmother

says, to the father "Then we will go to ogr work and leave theri

alone". The parents Actually intend to do 'their work.)

FigOre 44 showsNthe perents'"real plan in more detail. 'It

can be seen 'that each of the actions in the episode is either
V

4 4 _-rea), or virtual. Many 'of the actions within the episode are also

specified by intentions in the real plan. These are marked by

the iamehs ',relation. Going to a Place in ehe forest (in.euthe

episode) is filleq in (in the real lan) by going to: the

- 54 60,
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thickest part of the forest. The critical conflicts concern the

parents'. int2titn to stay nearby and to return to fetch the

children. The complex act "Parentg "lose Children in the forest"

itself contains a complex act of leaving them in the fqrest

alone. Given that the children are in the thickest part ofithe

forest, leaving them alone would give them no way of finding

their way back. Thus the children would'be lost.

3.8 Acting on an Interactini,,Plan

She gave him no peace till he consented. "But I
,--z-grieve over the poor children all the Same," said' the

man. The two children could not go to sleep for hunger
either, and they heard what their stepmother said to
their father.

Gretel wept bitterly and say, "All is over with
us now."

"Be quiet, Gretel," said Hansel. "Don''t cry! I

will find some way out of it."

The parents are not the only ones who have concealed
$

intentions, for the children are also'carrying out a plan. Their

plan is intended to block the effect of the parents' real plap by
ti

finding an alternative to following that would get them out of

the forest. In Figure 45, we'attribute the children's plan to

Hansel since he apparently has a richer understanding of both the

,virtual plan and its use in the real plan of the parents. It is

he who gathers and drops the pebbles, and it is he who. comforts

the frightened Gretel.

The children. also pretend to be participating in an ordinary

wood fetching episode. Presumably it is necessary that they

avoid direct confrontation with the parents for that the t

parents would otherwise take more drastic means t rid of

A

- 57 -
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Bruce and Newman/Interacting Plans

0!
them. Hansel's method .of blocking the parents' plan is so

skillfully executed, in*kfact, that the parerits never find out

that he and Gretel know that the parents are plotting against

them. Hansel, for example, tells Gretel: "Be quiet, Gretel" so

that the parents will not discoer that the .children had

overheard them plotting. It is just as important for Hansel's

plan as it is for the parents' plan that the ordinary episode be

carried off as if it were the real plan.

Figule 45 shows Hansel's -real Plan. His in'tehtion to

survive specifies both that he avoid direct confrontation and

that he find a w
a V

of getting out of the forest. Thus he plays a

role in the episode, not because he is deceived, into thinkingrole

it is an ordinary episode, but in order to avoid a more

direct showdown with the parents in which he might be the loser.

For both the children and the parents, the virtual plan is

"embedded in the real plan. For the parents it is a

straightforward deception (or attempt at a deception). For

Hansel, there is an additional( embedding. His real plan

contains a representation- of the parents' real plan, which in

turn includes their use of the virtual plan. As is evident from

"Hansel and_ Gretel", deceptive plans often make use of ordinary

plans. The representation -of deception, then, becomes a special

case which requires the representation-of ordinary plans as a

groundwork.

65
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3.5 Separate Realities
,s

One of the things thatmakes the first episode of "Hansel

and Gretelw intriguing isp that the characters -have different
1 .

zi

views of what is happening. Each view (or view of a view) is a

belief space, which can be categorized bykho maintains-the view.
. .

For examV.e, there is the belief space that:contains the pa6rent's

beliefs about the children's beliefs.

We take advantage of- the notation proposed by Cohen (1978)

to indicate these representational spaces. Each diagram in the

preceding analysis can be interpreted as being -within a

particular apace, or spaces, since we are assuming no absolute

facts,, only beliefs, For example, Figure 46 shOws that state X

is believed by A but that A believes B believes the opposite.

A BELIEVES

B BELIEVES

Figure 46.- Differing beliefs

One special representational space nee to be singled out.

This is a mutual belief space, which indicates that from the

point of yj.ew of the target-character, states contained within

jI
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are believed, and believed to be believed. For example, if. A

believeS that both A and B believe X, and that both A and B

believe that A and B believe X, and that both A and B believe

that both A and B believe that A and B believe X, and so on, then

we say that A believes that A and B mutually believe- X, or

MB(A,B). Cohen discusses mutual belief spaces further and gives4,'

a finite representation scheme for the indefinite recursion they

imply. For otir purposes, we will simply indicate when a space

e."

a mutual belief space. Note that since no beliefs are

necessarily shared, MB(A,B) may not be the same as MB(B,A).

(i.e., while A may believe that A and B mutually believeX, B may

not believe it.)

We can symbolize the various belief spaces as follows

XB X believes that ...

MB(X,Y) X believes,that X and Y have a mutual belief that

where X and Y indicate'eithe?*the parents (P) or the children

( C )

Since we are discussing the belief structures contained

within stories, we also want to be able to represent the reader's

beliefs which are -often different from at least some of the

ch'aracters'. Some' stories may be written to give the reade"r

initially a false belief (only later in the story does the reader

realize that one character had been right all along.) We tise,RB

to indicate the reader.'s beliefs. But to simplify matters let us

. assume that the reader has a'""true" understanding of the first

part of ,"Hansel and Gretert Then we can omit the explicit
1'1

- 61 -sw
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4
indication of RB in front of every belief space. Some of the

importaht belief spaces then become:

PB The parents believe that ...

PBCB

CB'

The parent's believe that the children believe

that

The parents believe that they and the children

have a mutual belief ,that....

The children believe` that

CBPB The children believe thlattte parents believe that,

Ai
..

.

MB(C,P) The children believe that they and ',the parents

have a, mutual belief that...

We can summarize the intrigues in the story in term's of such
Air

belief spaces: The parents have both a real plan'to kill the

children.lin RB) and a virtual plan that they intend to have the

children believe.. Since they believe'''that they are succeeding,

the virtual plan enters PBMBC ), and therefore, PBCB. The

part of the virtual plan at is true for the parents.goes into

,MB(P,C). Note that inte ions of caring for the children are in4
PBMB(C',P) but not MB ,C), whereas more reality based facts such'

as being in the' for are in both PBMB(C,P) and MB(P,C). The

children (i.e., Hansel) have their own pig', in CB. They accept /

part Of the virtual plan, in MB(C,P) but reject part of it.

This would ,get quite complicated were it not for'`' the.

'assumption's that in hearing his parent's plans, Hansel gains .

,' . .complete knowledge and that `this`this knowledge matches that 'Of
.

the
1s,

implied* reamer.. Thus several of these belief spaces turn out to

62 -
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In, fact, there ugeionly four equivalence classes

rof spaces . as shown in Figures 47 through 50. These Spaces are
the following:

1. The virtual RIan ( re 47) : ThiS is What the parents think

they have, in4ced, the children believe'.. It is thus PBCB, sand

since the, episod is supposed to be shared, B.(C,P4 c", .Since

HanSel -sees thro gh the vqrtual _plait it al ;.lso CBPBCB and

CBPBMB ( C , P) . \

L

4r

PBCB
tcapacBr

PARENT'S\ROLE CHILDREN'S ROLE

Figure 47; lie.virtikal plan

. .

2. -1The rent's beliefs (Figure- 48) °. This includes the

real plan.

PB and CHWI.

4.

parent' s .

Since Hansel knows, their Plan 'this space is both
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P8
C8PB

4

kiwi's ROLE

'
CHILDREN'S ROLE

PARENT'S PARENTS/
REAL PLAN PRETENDED PLAN

Figure 49.,. The parents' beliefs

4.

3. The- chihiren's beliefs.--,;(Figure 49): This includes the
gr

children's realreal Inan. It is- only CB the parents do not
-4--t

know the children's real plan. ,the children do have all

the factt this also is the -same as RB (the reader's bel4efs) .

CB

CH/LDREN'S°
PRETENDED PLAN

.
PARENT'S ROLE

4

CHILDREN'S ROLE

_

4

. .

i . .. .

PARENTS
REAL PLAN

PARENTS , CHILDREN'S/
PRETENDED PLAN

20f

4

, t

Figure 49. The childre0 beliefs , .

I 1
4. Coinciding mutual belief (Figure 50') : Items that are in Ahe

intersection

o.

of wp,c), MB(C,P), things whi6h everyone
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accepts and everyone believes are 'mutually accepted. This is

included in each of the above. Note that this space,'under

ordinary circumstances, would include the entire shad
episode but' Is reducect in size here because of the deception

engaged in by both participants. In ordinary 'cooperative.

interaction MB(X,Y) and MB(Y,X) would be congruent. Our term

"coin tiding mutual belief" corresponds to Schiffer's (1972)
11.

term "mutual telief".

0

COINCIDING MUTUAL BELIEF

PARENT'S ROLE CHILDREN'S ROLE

aaaww:5

PARENT'S PRETENDED PLAN

Figure_50._Coincidiha_MutAlai,belleis'

4. Limitations of the Representation

z. :"

-.Undoubtedly the least controversial , feature of the

representation presented here it.
`

that it is -complicated. We
*

,

N '
believe that this complexity *is necessary becauqe social,

.

interaction of the kind described in "Hansel and retel."1 is

itself complex. The intricacy of the representation needed just

41 -
.

,tp account for the story as related in the, text has been- a

surprise even to us.

.65
'7.1*
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4.=

Bit what we have discussed here is only a s ketch. Thete are

several ways in which we have had ito simplify the

representation (aside from the .trivial means ,of abbreviating,

e.g., the By-Doing relation) .

4,
4.1 Combined Participants

AS mentioned earlier, .we combined the father and the

ttepmothep into alsingle character called "the parents", and

combined Hansel and Gretel into a character celled "the

4,

children". Thit ,makes it !impossible to represent important.
.

aspects of the episode. For example, our abbreviated

representation does not allow._us to distinguish, between the

father, who 'loves the children (but not enough) and :the

stepmother who sees them as additionl drains on the family's

/limited' resources. heir intentions are clearly differentiated

in the story `and could be presented formally with additionAl
. .

diagrams representing their initial conversation as a plan of the
.

stepmother to cpnvince the father. Our two dimensional system,

does not, hbwever, allow us to represent mores thin two plans

simultaneously.'

4.2 Point of View .

Ttie diagrams .zp" the virtual plan as eguivalent'from,each

point of"hkview. A complete representation would require a ytiew

for each'of'the characters. For this particular case it' may'liVe

be wr -ong to assume that wood fetching is. a familiar activity,to,
a

-

the family, familiar enoi)lb that most beliefs shaied, that

believed by all 'participants, believ ed to pe'bdlieved by all
It

I.
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participants, mnd believed eo be believed to be believed by all

partitip[nt Thus, the parents' view is of a shared plan thi9t

is not mark dly different from the childkth's view. This works

for the wood fetching episode as_n ordinary plan episode but not
4 0 ,

. when wood fetcAng serves a's a virtual plan.

4.3. Changes Over 'Time-,
,

t
_4, We have- also limited our discussion of how plans change

,'
%. A ".

_
.

while events are occurring. A complete rept'esentation of the

plans discussed here would require a complete, set of diagrams for

each time ,point.in the episode. Attempting eo represent all o

the virtual plan at a single point rced us to. Sadopt ,.Le F

aimfolifying _assumption that the parent's1ntentions and the

consequences of their actions are known in
.
full to the parents at

s.

the-time that they initiate the epi=sode. A more reasonable

assumption is that some of the:detailed intentions and planned

actsarise as'e.vents pccur.

0
, 4.4. The 'Process of ,Planning

Zle diagrams here emphasize the% enJ,,result of planning,.

'i.e.,

a plan. -We have limited our examples that would show how

an :interacting plan Might be formulated. Hoyever,it would be

- important 'to consider, the peocess slncg it 1.s. inIklanning that .

solutions to , conflicts are created 'and .compared. The
,- -

repreSenlwtion of this process would:reqUirel con.gi4erably more

apparatus than we have sO,far'developed.
.

PlAs Ore rarely formulated in advance. Instead,' they

typica-lly consist of a goal andsome looSely defineeexpectations
,

- 67 13
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about how the goal might belattained. But a,full 'representation

of such changing ex,ectations would not ,be enough, for out

purposes, where there is not one, but a set of (interacting)

plails, and the state of any plan is depeddent upon the actions

determined by the other plans. Furthermore, the re-actions from

4 the other plans.may be quite unpredictable (since they depend as-
.

much upon the goals of those plans as upon external events). A

plan..,cmust therefore be sensitive to the actions oflolher plAns,

and our representation must reflect this inter-dependency..
-1 ..

But that is only the beginning of the problem. Each plan,

in 'Order to react appropriately to the actions of-pther plans,

may build a model of any other plan. As actions unfold, the

model may have .to, be rev4sed. A plan, which it itself being

formulated during execution, is re-formulating its model of . the
4

.-other plans. On top of that, it "knows" thatthe other plan4

models of it, and that often an effective way to achieve a

goal is ,to affect the others' models. Eventually we would want

to be able to represent an individual's process of planning, but

alsd the social process of formulating a shared plan N.ri the

course of interactions with others.'

4.5 Use of the Episode in the Story

A representation that was complete on 6ach of the, dimensions

discussed above'Would still be a reprOentatpn of only a small

.part of "Hansel and Gretel". One could even view the entire set

of actions as merely used to set the stage,--- to :explain how two
-

children get lost-in the woods.
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Despite these limitations the analysis, as ,done tells us

several 'things-. It demonstrates the possibility of a consistent

analysis og,,plans that interact. It illuminates areas of

investigation that might otherwise be ignor'ed.irIt shows that one
.

can give a more precise meaning to terms Such as "conflict" and

"intention", terms which are familiar to humanistic analysis of

'literatu're, if not to scientific analysis of.text.'

5. Complexities - Easy vs. Hit TextsEasy

A formal plans analysis demonstrates that even apparently,

y require Complex plans representations. But

beyond the-, simple demonstration that intefacting plans be

complex, our method of analysis allows us to be more 'precise n

measuring the relative ,complSity of stories along several

dimensions. Whether or not differences A ong the dimensions we

outline here make a difference for comprehe sion or recall is, of

course, an empirical questidn: It also remains for empirical

work to show in what ways these dimensions -interact' with each

other or with 4thdr factors such as age, reading experience,,or

medium of presentel7n. We can begin by outlining eight possible

tsources of compl 1 y. We then suggest some Ilypotheses about why

arld how these dimensions mar lead to difficulty in-comprehension.

'Following that we discuss some i6plications of these factors

teaching reading and selecting texts for children.

a
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5.1. -COmplexities that become measurable with the representation

\

Itrfollowing dimensions are a source of .hypotheses -about

what may,make interactive plans difficult .to understand. Any tw

or more texts that are analyzed by means ,of the system
,

representation may be compared direcEly along these dimensaon

0
514.1 Size of Plan

A plan may involve a. long seguende of acts or may be

accomplished by a single act. The temporal duratiOn of the plan

may also be elector.

A

Changes in Plans . 2
ea.

Plans in a story can remain fairly constant or may change in

response to events occurring during the plants execution. The

number and magnitude of changes may be a sourc \of difficulty.

5.1.3. Degrees of Interaction

Wheh there are multiple'actors in a story, their plans can

be more\or 'less interconnected, Hansel and Gretel's plans are

tightly intertwined with their parer-ts', ,plans.. Each is trying

to respond to the others. and to get the.others to do an act in A

parti3Olar way. In other stories characters' . plans may not

interact-as tightly there.may be only one charaCter.

5.1.4' Conflicts'

The number and types of,conflic s among plans in a story may

also 'be a source of 8ompl4xity. It is ,not necessarily the Gage,

however, that plans of Any type can. conflict with plans of any

*NO
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other .type. In fact, the identification of types of plans leads

us to an identification of types of conflicts that arise among

plans in interactive situations.

5.1.5 Embeddings

Interacting plans may contain multiple embeddings of beliefs
4

within beliefs, e.g., A believes B believes A believes X. They

404 may also contain embedded intentions. For exa4le, Hansel and

pretel'aparents' intend the Children to have the intention of

following theM into the' forest. A consequence of the embeddings

of beliefs and intentions is -1,a't pne plan can be-defined with

reference to other plans, and those to yet other plans. Hansel's

9

f
plan is formed with reference to they parents' plan which, in

. .

turn; contained a.plan the children were supposed to have. There

may be stories with more embeddings than this but therAe mayiktl-T4.--
...

_

libit to the.numbl, of embeddings that can be comprehended (or \
i

\

even written about).

5.1.6 Levels of Characterization of the Same Action
p N. ,

-,------
The notion that acts can be, dqscribed at a variety of ,)

,

levels, none of which can be 'reduced. to the lower level

description, in not a new notion in .philosophy or sychology, but

it is.to formal models of glans and planning. One son is that

most of 'the formal 'work on plans has focused on plannin, in

artificial situations. But in analyziffg human interactions', it

becomes not, only helpful but necessary tomake explicit these

different levels of''vharacterization for the same act.' For
,

v example: ..

' ..

71 - 77
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Levels,of Characterization

N:
Surface Level Deep Level

slipping a ring on a finger getting married

walking.across the street jay-Walking

saying "Hello". a greeting

The same action can be viewed at various levels or clumped

together frith Other actions. Clearly, there can be many levels

of characterization for the same act or sequence of acts (cf.

"perspectives" in KRL, Bobrow & Winograd, 1977). We have
CI

represented higher level characterizations in terms of various`
Cc.

kihds of complex acts. An important aspect of interacting' plans

is that people develop them and carry them out in the context of

a

their perceptions of other's' actions. Two 'characters may

understand the same, action in different ways or as part.of

different sequences: For example, the plan, of Hansel and

Gretel's parents, (Figure 44) their action of telling the

children-to wa-i-tis---par-t---e-f--t-heeomplex act of leavoimtl the

children alone in the forest but in the sequence as it was

supposed to be' perceived .by the c14ldren it is part of the

complex act ofhaving the children Wait at a safe place.

5.1.7 'Beliefs Outside of the Mutual Belief Space

In an ordinary cooperative episode Rost beliefs are held

utually,4y the characterS. The reader'can then assume that all

knowledge is transparent to all. Often, though, the reader. must
.,

-

assume, assume tha't there are beliefs outSide'of the mutual spice, not

- 72 -
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necessarily conflicting beliefs, bUt beliefs that are not known

to one or more characters.

5.1.8 Virtual Plans .

Virtual plans are an
. -

outside of the mutual belief spac,. In a virtual plan, what A

1 TAF,

impo(ant special case of beliefs

knows but B does not is that certain critical elements in what B

believes is the mutual belief space are ,actually false.. The

mutu *l belief space is 'being used by A to cover ove,r A's real

intentions (that lie outside the space) Virtual plans 'work

"because by themselves they cddatitute a coherent course of

act-i-on-. -The- character-is aet+Mg---101T the- basis of a real Td--"--
/

(outside of the 'mutual belirfl space), but puts forward the
.,

virtual plan as an alternative explanation for his or her

actions.

Virtual plans are common in stories., Hansel and Gretel's

parents use the virtual plan of ordin&ry wood fetching to pursue

their real plan of getting rid off, the kids. In fact, the

following outline appears to be a good model for a large class of.

stories. It defihes a kind of deception wherein characteis act,

on the basis of real plans, but pretend to act on the basis of

virtual plans.

-737,9
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I

Outline of a Typical Stbry Containing

a Virtual an
41\

, I

1. A has a problem that suggests a goal that is in conflict with

a goal of-B.

A realizes that B's normal actibnp (or inactions}, i.e., B's

real plan, will not help in -achieving the goal.

3. A further realizes that B will not alter his plan to suit A's

goals .

4. A therefore puts forth a virtual plan either to conceal A's

real plan, or to entice B into doing something he would not

otherwise have do6e.

B responds to the virtual plan.- In some cases -he falls for:

the trap, e.g., in Aesop's fable of "The Fox and the Crow" the

crow sings in response to flattery and drops a Plece,of meat.

In other cases, B sees through the virtual plan to A's real

plan, then pretends to go along with the virtual- plan, or puts

forth. his own virtual plan;

6. Actions proceed, but"each action has alternate simultaneous

interpretation, -as r4rt of the virtual plans and as part of

. the real plans.

7. At some point the virtual plan is discovered, or uncovered -and

the story (or episode) draws to.t.a:close.

While virtual plans are a common form that deception takes
r

in stories, what We said about conflict applies here. There may

be many kinds of deception and these can be catalogued and

defined in terms of the kinIs of plans in which they occur.

- 74
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5.2 Other Factors that, Would'Make 'Complexity Make a Difference
.

-,, ;,-

,.

A reader must be able.t0 induce plans from the'dften eleetthy
-.., ,

r
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statements of actions and intentions and_then be able to use the

induced plans'to,connect events. ASeveral factors ,beyond those

that are measUralide ky the interacting plans representation are

the source of'hypotheses about the process of comprehension.

.54'2.1 Explicitness of the Text

Texte vary in the degree to which they are ,explicit- about
_I

,

,

the,plans and intentions of the characters in the story. Stories
.

'may be more difficult when the reader has to infer plan

structures fromthe simple statements,of`actions. Texts need'to

be examined to-deterinine how such-things as virtual plans and

, 'conflicts- are signaled. Other presentation media may present
a

their own adVahtages and difficulties (116bin, 1977). A story
. ,

presented on (cjthout a- narrator) may give very little

-indication of the underlyihg motives and intentions of the

characters but may provide a rich source of non-verbal cues
4,c7

to
A , I

emotional states and attitudes.

5.2.2 The Development of RoTe-taking Skills in,Childrem

Therezie4now a considerable body of research on the ability

of ohildren to take the perspective of anothe40 (Shantz, 1975)

WherefinteraCt{ng plans are concerned, we would expect 'there j to

be ,some relation between the abilfties,this research investigates

anck story comprehension. For example, having to maintein

different points of view (e.g.., that one character believes X

where another believes not-X, as in many cases of deceptiOnT may

- 75 -81'
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j.mpose demands on the reader. The ability -to meet these demands

may increase with age or reading experience. In addition to the

levels of embedding mentioned above, there may be probleMs

associated with maintaining a large number of diffei-ing beliefs

Or maintaining any differences for an extended period.'
P

5.2.3 Critical'Beliefs

Understanding stories that have interactin plans involves

more than just the comprehension of complex Imbedded structures:.

Stories that involve beliefs about character types or simply

facts about ,the Physical world may place differential_ iemands on

readers depending on their experiences _prior to reading. Often a

single piece of world knowledge can playa critical role in

deciding between one interpretation and 4anotber. We found it

difficult,, for example to change a small:part of the

representation without producing ripple effects throw out.

One conieque'nce of this holistic property is that a' single

belief can assume tremendous importance., For example, the belief

that' the - parents Hausel_and f e el-do rhea wend ring-
some distance from the home appears critical in tpeir plan to

include 'the -children in the wood cutting" expeditions. The wood c

fetchip4 episode acts as a cover foi the pa,rent's ,real plan 'to'

abandon the children.' Its effectiveness depends upoh its

believability, and ultimately on -the belief that Lt is normal for-

the children to be taken along.
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°Learning to Read

. What.do interactive plans-analyses tell us about learningeto

read? One thing:is that understanding plans in stories 'is a

complex.- task that may 'require years of,expoiure to high quality
,. .

texts to learn. 'With regard to test charactfistics, the
.

interacting plans analyses that we, aye done illuminate a world

9f phenomena that ate mplicieiy ignored in ,the"design and

selection of texts for -use in school workbooks, tests, primers

and textbooks. The texts often sacrifiGe the story line under

the, assumption that component skills of beginning reading 'need
. , 1

to be taunt independently. Thus, it.is'assumed, story structure c
..,. .

an be taught wheft its time comes.; there is no need to demand
4,

,

ki.gh ,quality stories when
.

bne is teaching 'decoding of ,words to
..

irtean,ing. If an interacting plani analysis shows nothing else,.it
ft

.

still- demonstraes that efull understanding of et4h a ".simple"
. - 0 *

0 W

fairy tale, requires -sophittioated skills. .Wher-* e are these
- -.. .

skills to be learned; if not through readi or being read) good

texts?
9 ,

It is only partly' facetious.:tc propose S text quality
4 4.

. .4, I' .

(

',hierarchy of the following kinds,: 1

- ,
.. ,.

1. Texts :never seen in school
... .m, - 7

.

( Q. .Texts'41lowed whehhe regulacwork'ii441

,
A .0 ,,.

..3. -Texts road for. Wpurpose oO'ler than-learning to read

. 4. Texts 'used to ,teach reading

. t
5. Texts used to test reading 'ability '

.

6. Texts used tq.teich specific Componeneskilgs
. ,

...10,

.

Or (often us d 00 remedial reading clAtes) .

..001,
. 7 .

.

. ..,

4
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. i . °

..!..b/
-----,

.,
A reader why gets enough Of types 1-and 2' .will learn. to .enjoy'

ding, -Will le.arn that there ivo point'to receding, and wil)1

leArn the Skills. necessary to read with understknding.. These,

three types of learning exist in positiVe feedback loops, as

shown in Figure 51. : Bdt the.chifd who only sees texts at levels

3 and 4 qr, worse never' entefs the loopsf He or she is then,.

tested at lev'el 5 and punished-with level r6 texts for fa 'lure to
A

. t

perform on the test. While it is important t9 realize that

6:f reading is a, complex skill, westhilst.not assume that "simpler is
.

abetter. 'With regards Oto text seletibh. Comptexity is

multidimensional; the beS't text maybe one th'at challenges the
;

.

reader On a few dimensions and allows-easy success on other,s.

r.

4t

LEARNING THAT
READING HAS
A PURPOSE#

L.' ESKILLSA N aF H E

READING

LEARNING TO
ENJOY READING'

7

Figure 51. Le@rning to 'read.

A

a-

When one moves beyond the orthographic and, Lexical levels of
0

anakysiss, one finds more and more a tendency for text to be

understandable .in different ways. We suspect that few three year
. .

.13

olds, upon hearing "Hansel and Gretel", would understand it as ..-;
4

an' adult would. -,Yet their,-understanding, though possibly

liMited, is not .wrong in the° sense that saying "cat" to the

- 78 -
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.0, .

letters "D G" would be wrong. The complexity of plans Aay-

mean that readers can understand in differentcWays,, yet still be

reading; and 'hence, learning.to be better readers. Furthermore,

the impoitance of critical beliefs suggests that readers withP.
different bAdkgrOunds may build different interpretations of the

same texts. char ceristic of interacting plants and, we '

think, of litetature -in genetal that one can uncover m'ulti'ple
4 k 4

meanings, o,one of which is wrong, or- even unsatisfying-. f The'.
'tea'

best 'approach may be to give children good literature, letting

the child decide 'whether it is too,complex.

6. Conclusion

We have presented 'here a way of eepr flting the,interacting

plans of characters in stories. In develcbping the system and
4.

applying it to the analysis of "Hansel ancpGretel" we have-Uses:I'

our own common sdnse knowledge and itfutions, about. social.

interaction. We- 'asume that we shate this, knowledge and these
. z

intuitions with other (adult) readers of the story. We'l.are not

specialists in iffterpret.ing fairy tales.a16ough we have read

this one rather closely. Rather, we were struck 'with nOV,easy 4t

was to View the char as familiar and ordinary people At())
4

WO'were engaged in ifficultconflict. That is, we found we cov145

attribute our own. knowledge and intuitions to the characters as
.

-though they real.eal. .

It* would be tempting, on this basis, to say that the. syq.,eril
,

.

-provides a
4

way. )of representing actual soc,ial interactions'` But
. .

.4. 1

. ,

while itSeemS reasonable. that readers bring ,their ordinary

4b

at

Y.- 7.9
6
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,

.knowledge to bear otj stories, we hay.e0. to keep irA mind the

:intentionsof the author to make thp story

Thee author's artfulness in clvtiucing, reason and

informative dialogue, far example, may be covering OVer important

processes' thI participants in Convers4ions must engiage .6. We".

ational tind cpherent.

db not want to-claim.that our story.analysismecpsarily. informs

studies of' social interaction. We do wants
%

to suggest, hoyever

tWatithi:e kind of,stary'analysis is in ,a position 0 be informed

by.thoSe Studief. ReaderS find social interaction in ,stories and .

t 4 ''.'1'
we are attempting to r4preSent what they find.

A 10
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Appendix-
.

I

- Hansel and Gretel
. .

Afrom.Grimm,-1945)

S

Close to a largeforesttherp lived a woodcutter with ids.

or

wife "and his two children. he boy was called Hansel.and the,. i,
..

. girl Gtetel. ey viere always very poor and had very little to '----

mua

,live on. And at one time when there wiz famine in the land, he

could no 1Rnger procure daily bread.
.

One night when he lay in bed worrying over his troubles, he.

-sighed sa-iti to hit-'wife, "What is te- b-e-aoitiT of us ?-1164 are we
. -

to feed our poor, children'when we have nothimg.for ourslves?"

"I'll,tell you 'what, husband," answered the,04Man..

"Tomorrow morning,we will take the children Out guite-eArly into

the thickest, part of the forest. We wi?11. light a. tire and.give,

each of them a.piece of brepd. Men we-will go to our work and
.

leave them alone. ',They won't be able to find-their way baCk,.and
. i. . p

. se, we shall be rid of them."
. ,

.

:
, '

"Nay, wife," said, the man, "we won't do that. I could-neter

- find it in. my, hears to leave 11-6, children alone in the foreSt%'
u

. . .,
The wild.aribicals would ,soon tear them to pieces." -

,

, "What Vfool you arei" she'saict: "Then we must all four .die

of hungex.. kfortlay as well plate, the* boirdo,for our coffins at
, v .

once. 4 4, ,

4 , -4k'' , ,

She gave .him no peeCe till he consented. , "But I grieve ;oven .

.
Nok

-r . -

t

,the poor Children' all the samei"-said the man. The ,two childrep,
y ,t 25, '.

'', could not .go to sleet: fOr ungei either, and they heard1whit
4!1, \ .. , ....., .

thearerepmother said to t eir father'.
. , 84 _-
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C
Grete wept bitterly and said, "All is over with us ndw.",

*

"Be et, Gretellr said Hansel. "Don't cry!, I will find
.

.

som= way out of it.." x>,

. . ., ,,,
9 I

When the old'people-bad,gone to sleep, tie got up, put on his
,

littlecoat, opened the door, and slipped out.. The moon .was
. ,

shining brightly and the pebbles round tile use shone like
. t. ,. i .

. 4 .
.

newlygfilinted coins.. Hansel stooped down add put a$ Many Into his
.-

- ,
pockets-as they would hold.

f
I 1.

°Then he we/It back to Gretel and said, "Take comfore, little
, I k , 't .

sister, and; go to. sleep.' God, won't fdrSake us." And then te'

4 , .., '.--.went to bed Zagain .-----
,

ilf

,

i . .,

At daybreak, before the_,suri. hid risen, the womap came and

said; "Get up, you lazybones! We are going into the forest to

fetch wood."

Then she gave them each a piece of bread aNd said, "Here is
. i
something for your dinner.t but don't eat it before then, for:.

you'll get no more:""' .1

Gre-tel put the bread under, her apron, for Hansel had the
4/

stones in his pockets. Then they all started fftthe forest.

When they had gone a little way, Hangel stopped and iboke4

back at ';the cottage, and he did-the same thing again and again. .

His.fathei said, "Hanself7what are .you ,stopping to look back
o

at? Take care and put your "best foot foremosl."
, .

'Oh, father," said Hansel, "I am looking at my Whit% cat.

It is sitting on the toof, wanting to
.

spygood-by, to me'."

"Little fool4 that's no. cat! It's the morning sun shining

, on' ,the chimrley," said the 'mother .

4, *.
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But Hansel had not been looking-at the cat. He had been

dropping a pebble on the ground each time,he stopped.

When they,reached' the middle Of the fOrest, their father

'geld, "Now, children, pick.up.so e wood. I want to make a fire .

to -warm you."
.

-k
v i

Hansel and Gretergathered the twigs together and soon made

.
.

' a huge pile. Then the pile was lighted/and when it blazed up
, '°'

the woman said, "Now li%de.'in by the fire and rest yourgelvet
AP .

while we /o and cut wood. When we haVe finished we will come

becik to fetch you.",

Hansel and Gretel 'sat by the fire, and when dinnertime came

they each ate, their little bit of bread, and they thought their

father was quite near becapse they could 'hear the soupd of, an ax.
o

It was no ax, however, but a branch which the man had tied to-a

dead.tree, and whidh blew backwards and forwards against'it.

They-sat ,there so along' d-.ong'that they7got tired. Then their eye

began to' close and they were, soon fast asleep.

When they woke it was dark night. Gretel began to ejr , "How

shall/we ever get out of the wood!:

But. Hansel comforted 'het and said', "Wait allittle while till

the moon rises, and then we ill soon find our way."

,When the full moon rose, Vansel took his'ittle sister's

hand and( they walked oh, guided by the pebbles, which /littered'.
,

like-newly coined money. They walked the whole n ight, and at

daybreak they found themselves back at their,,,father's cottage.

xi

Thel', knocked at the door, and ,when the 'woman opened it and

ta.

saw Hansel and Gretel she said, "You bad children, why dig you

- 86'-
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sleep so long in,the wood? We thought you did not mean to "come

back any more."

But their father was delighted, for it had gOne to his heart
.

to leave them behind alone..

^

t

4.
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